
Case Study - NightWatchman® Server Edition 

CSC is one of the world’s largest and most respected providers of information technology services. For more than 50 years, CSC has 
developed smart, technology-enabled solutions to solve its customers’ toughest challenges, whether it’s improving customer service, 
protecting information assets or achieving globalization — CSC brings business perspective, decades of experience and practical 
ingenuity to every engagement.

As a global corporate citizen, CSC invests in sustaining the environment for future generations. Its GreenWay board works closely 
with its Office of Corporate Responsibility to provide corporate leadership to steer and execute environmental innovation and policy 
company-wide. The overarching mission is to improve all environmental aspects of CSC’s operations including finding efficient ways 
to minimize power usage at its data centers and reducing waste within its facilities.

Solutions Overview

Objectives
The CSC GreenWay team is always seeking efficient ways to 
minimize power usage at its data centers and reducing waste within 
its facilities

Solution Summary
NightWatchman Server Edition from 1E being piloted  
across 86 of CSC’s servers across three data centers and  
four server rooms

Benefits
CSC gained complete visibility of the energy consumption of their 
servers. 11% of pilot servers were unproductive more than 75% of 
the time and 22% were wasting energy more than 85% of the time. 
With NightWatchman Server Edition, the GreenWay team could 
quickly identify energy and computing waste, and put plans in place 
to address.

In summary, the pilot has been a positive experience for CSC, 
with results that provide insight into all areas of data center 
management. “If asked what the pilot has taught us,” says John 
Glowacki Jr., Corporate Vice President and Chief Technology 
Officer, CSC , “it would be that we run a tight ship and manage our 
server fleet well; but also that even a well managed fleet can find 
efficiency improvements with Server Edition.”

From Desktop to Data Center with 1E
CSC has already achieved excellent results from its deployment of 
NightWatchman desktop power management software across an  
estate of nearly 50,000 PCs globally. This generated 40% reduction in  
desktop computing energy consumption, and avoided thousands of  
tons of C02 emissions. 

Upon learning of the exciting new NightWatchman Server Edition, CSC wanted 
to be on the front line with 1E’s latest innovation. NightWatchman Server 
Edition revolutionizes server efficiency and power management  
by measuring Useful Work™ across both physical and virtual servers.  
By identifying the true business value derived from each kilowatt of  
energy used it provides the key to finding and decommissioning unused 
servers with confidence. Through Drowsy Server® workload-based server 
power management, NightWatchman Server Edition also provides the  
ability to reduce energy consumption across capable servers without  
any loss of availability.

The companies agreed to do a joint pilot with a twist – an online case study 
where CSC would blog throughout the project about the results on 1E’s  
website. The project involved deploying the agent-based software onto 86 CSC 
servers, from multiple business units, across multiple server rooms and data 
centers representing a cross-section of CSC’s server environment.

Think Big, Start Small 
To facilitate administration and reduce staff requirements, only Windows  
O/S-based servers ranging from Windows 2003 to Windows 2008 were 
selected for the purposes of this case study.

As testing and installation began the need was identified for two custom 
scripts which were built into NightWatchman Server Edition adding two 
registry keys that allowed the server to pass certificates to the agents. 
Additionally, due to International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) restrictions 
CSC has around server data on many servers, 1E showed their flexibility and 
willingness to adapt by adding an asset tag data field in the tool allowing 
reporting to accommodate removal of ITAR restricted data.

CSC’s servers ran NightWatchman Server Edition software in the background 
for several weeks, collecting data to measure a baseline. Once the baseline 
was collected, power management Drowsy feature was tested for one week to 
ensure servers continued running as expected while entering and waking from 
Drowsy state. Servers remained in full production without any performance 
degradation, outages, or negative impact. System owners monitored their 
servers and were not able to identify any performance or availability impact 
on the systems.

Power management was enabled on all servers capable of supporting the 
feature, and more data was collected to measure the energy benefits. 

CSC Takes the GreenWay with its deployment of 
NightWatchman® Server Edition from 1E



Processes were reviewed to tune the software’s interpretation of “Useful Work” to CSC’s requirements. More data was collected and compared against 
previous baselines. 

With NightWatchman Server Edition, CSC has complete visibility of the energy consumption across their servers. 67% pilot servers spent less than 1% of their 
time non-productive, and 11% are wasting energy for 76-99% of the time. 85% of CSC’s servers were fully productive nearly 80% of the time, but 11% of pilot 
servers were unproductive more than 75% of the time. 22% were wasting energy more than 85% of the time. 

The last stages of the project are just wrapping up, but here we share preliminary data and initial conclusions:

1E – Empowering Efficient IT
We believe every one of our customers should expect more from their IT. Founded in 1997, 1E pioneered 

advanced PC power management with the release of ground-breaking solutions like NightWatchman® and 

WakeUp™. That innovative approach has continued with the development of revolutionary concepts like 

Useful Work™, Drowsy Server® and Computer Health™ as part of a unique range of industry-leading solutions. 

Headquartered in London and New York and with 14 million licenses deployed world-wide, over 1100 

organisations in 42 countries have trusted us to help them to work effectively, productively and sustainably.  

To date, we have helped our customers save in excess of $530m in energy costs alone, cutting CO2 emissions by 

4.3 million tons. We have many imitators, but there is only one 1E.
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Figure 1: Server Usage as identified by CSC’s NightWatchman 
Server Edition case study

•  ‘Server Usage’ identifies opportunities for 
decommissioning, consolidation and virtualization.

•  Productivity is defined by system administrators 
through the ‘Useful Work engine’.  When servers are 
consuming energy – are they doing Useful Work? 

Figures 2 & 3: Server reports:   
 • Top = non productive,
 • Bottom = fully productive 

Figure 4: Server “wasted energy” identifies opportunities 
for savings through power management – even on well 
used servers. The industry average is that approximately 
25-40% of servers can use power management 
capabilities. The CSC Pilot was 24%  

Figures 5 & 6: The average amount of energy saved per server using the Drowsy Server feature was 29kWh/month.  
Note there is further power reduction not measured by this tool:  most experts calculate 1 kWh saved in the data center 
reduces 1 additional kWh in cooling.

Figures 8, 9 & 10: Fleet report -  Summary of all servers with NightWatchman® Server Edition installed, provides energy consumption totals, recommendations for action 
and projected savings 

Figure 7: Server report - A fairly well used server with 
opportunities for saving energy (primarily on weekends) 
using power management

With final results CSC plans to use the valuable information discovered to further fine tune their server fleet. The pilot has given CSC another tool to help 
save money, reduce data center equipment and avoid carbon emissions.

This CSC NightWatchman Server Edition pilot is being serialized on 1E’s bizblog.
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